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We find numerically skyrmionic textures with skyrmion number Q = 0 in ferromagnets with the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and perpendicular anisotropy. These have the form of a skyrmion-
antiskyrmion pair and may be called chiral droplets. They are stable in an infinite film as well as
in disc-shaped magnetic elements. Droplets are found for values of the parameters close to the
transition from the ferromagnetic to the spiral phase. We study their motion under spin-transfer
torque. They move in the direction of the spin flow and, thus, their dynamics are drastically different
than the Hall dynamics of the standard Q = 1 skyrmion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the experimental observation of skyrmions in
ferromagnetic materials with the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction, a substantial amount of work has
been devoted to their statics and dynamics [1]. Chiral
skyrmions are topological solitons that have the same
topological features as magnetic bubbles [2], but the de-
tailed features of the chiral skyrmion profile are specific
to it [3, 4]. Most work has largely focused on the axi-
ally symmetric chiral skyrmion predicted in Refs. [3, 5].
Different crystal symmetries give rise to various types of
DM interactions and these, in turn, define the kinds of
skyrmions that can be stabilised [5, 6]. In Ref. [7] the
observation of antiskyrmions has been reported, that is,
skyrmions that have a winding number opposite to that
of the standard axially-symmetric skyrmions.

The dynamics of skyrmions is linked to their topology
[8, 9], specifically, it depends on the topological number,
usually called the skyrmion number Q. Skyrmions with
Q 6= 0, such as the axially symmetric skyrmions or the
antiskyrmions with Q = ±1, are called topological, while
skyrmionic textures with Q = 0 are called topologically
trivial. Topological, Q 6= 0, skyrmions are spontaneously
pinned in a ferromagnetic film [9, 10]. By contrast,
topologically trivial magnetic solitons propagate freely
as Newtonian particles. An example is provided by the
skyrmionium [8, 11, 12], an axially-symmetric skyrmionic
texture with trivial topology.

We will studyQ = 0 solitons that can be constructed as
skyrmion-antiskyrmion pairs. In Ref. [13], observations
of topologically trivial objects in the form of skyrmion-
antiskyrmion pairs in a DM material are reported. In
Ref. [14], Q = 0 textures are found numerically within a
model with frustrated isotropic exchange and DM inter-
action and they are called “chimera skyrmions” due to
the coexistence of skyrmion and antiskyrmion parts. We
find numerically, within a model with DM interaction, a
skyrmionic texture with Q = 0 that has the features of a
skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair. This is an asymmetric con-
figuration and its shape resembles that of a liquid droplet.

The skyrmion part occupies a much larger area than the
antiskyrmion part. We find that a static droplet is a sta-
ble structure in a ferromagnetic infinite film as well as in
a disc-shaped element, within appropriate ranges of the
model parameters. In the case of a film, we study the dy-
namics of the skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair under in-plane
spin-polarized current. This is traveling in the direction
of the current and presents Newtonian dynamics and no
Magnus force effect.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Sec. II defines
the model and the notions used in the paper. Sec. III
presents the static solutions for skyrmion-antiskyrmion
pairs in an infinite film. Sec. IV studies the dy-
namical behavior of a skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair un-
der spin-polarized current. Sec. V presents skyrmion-
antiskyrmion pairs in a disc-shaped particle. Sec. VI
contains our concluding remarks.

II. FORMULATION

We consider a ferromagnetic film with exchange, easy-
axis anisotropy perpendicular to the film, and interfacial
DM interaction. We denote the saturation magnetization
by Ms and the normalized magnetization vector by m =
(mx,my,mz), with m2 = 1. The magnetic energy is

E = A

∫ [
(∂xm)2 + (∂ym)2

]
dV +K

∫
(1−m2

z) dV

+D

∫
[êx · (∂ym×m)− êy · (∂xm×m)] dV

− 1

2
µ0M

2
s

∫
hm ·m dV

(1)

where êx, êy, êz denote the unit vectors in the respective
directions, A is the exchange parameter, K is the easy-
axis anisotropy parameter, D is the DM parameter, and
hm is the magnetostatic field normalized to the satura-
tion magnetization.

We will consider a thin film where the magnetostatic
field is approximated as an easy-plane anisotropy term,
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hm ≈ −mzêz. Taking into account this approximation,
we define the non-local part h′m of the magnetostatic field
hm via the relation

hm = −mzêz + h′m, (2)

and note that h′m tends to zero for very thin films. Sub-
stituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), gives rise to an effective
anisotropy parameter (that includes the local part of the
magnetostatic field)

Keff = K − 1

2
µ0M

2
s . (3)

The statics and dynamics of the magnetization vector
are described by the Landau-Lifshitz equation derived
from the energy in Eq. (1). Including a Gilbert damping
term, we have

∂tm = −γm× F + αm× ∂tm (4)

where α is the damping parameter. The effective field is
defined by

F = − 1

Ms

δE

δm
(5)

and it has the form

F = µ0Ms

[
2A

µ0M2
s

∆m +
2Keff

µ0M2
s

mzêz

+
2D

µ0M2
s

(êy × ∂xm− êx × ∂ym) + h′m

]
.

(6)

It is instructive to write the dimensionless form of
Eq. (4). Using `w =

√
A/Keff as the unit of length, we

obtain the dimensionless Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation

∂τm = −m× f + αm× ∂τm (7)

where

f = ∆m+mzêz+2ε (êy × ∂xm− êx × ∂ym)+
h′m
κ

(8)

and we have introduced the dimensionless DM parameter

ε =
D

2
√
AKeff

(9)

and the dimensionless anisotropy parameter

κ =
2Keff

µ0M2
s

. (10)

Eq. (8) indicates that varying κ amounts to tuning the
effect of the magnetostatic field. The normalized time
variable in Eq. (7) is

τ =
t

τ0
, τ0 =

1

γµ0Msκ
. (11)

When we set h′m = 0 in model (8), the ground state
is the spiral for ε > 2/π ≈ 0.637 while we have the fer-
romagnetic state for ε < 2/π [3]. Skyrmions with axial
symmetry are stable excited states on the ferromagnetic
state. All magnetic configurations are characterised by
the skyrmion number defined as

Q =
1

4π

∫
q dxdy, q = m · (∂ym× ∂xm) (12)

where q is a topological density. The skyrmion number
Q is integer-valued for all magnetic configurations with
a constant m at spatial infinity. For definiteness, we
assume m = (0, 0, 1) at spatial infinity in all our calcu-
lations.

Skyrmion configurations often have a simple represen-
tation when we use the stereographic projection of the
magnetization, defined by

Ω =
mx + imy

1 +mz
. (13)

For the model with the exchange interaction only (pure
exchange model), an axially symmetric skyrmion solution
of unit degree, Q = 1, is given by [15]

Ω =
a

ρ
eiφ =

a

x− iy
, (14)

where (ρ, φ) are polar coordinates and a is an arbitrary
constant giving the skyrmion radius. The solution of the
pure exchange model

Ω =
a

ρ
e−iφ =

a

x+ iy
(15)

presents opposite winding than solution (14) as seen in
the sign of the complex exponent. Such a configuration
has skyrmion number Q = −1 and it is called an anti-
skyrmion.

III. SKYRMION-ANTISKYRMION TEXTURES

We are looking for solutions of model (7) with
skyrmion number Q = 0. An ansatz for a Q = 0 configu-
ration is conveniently given in terms of the stereographic
variable as

Ω =
a

x+ i|y|
(16)

where a is an arbitrary constant. The magnetization con-
figuration produced by the form (16) is shown in Fig. 1.
Half of this configuration has the features of a skyrmion
similar to the form (14), and the other half has the fea-
tures of an antiskyrmion similar to the form (15). Such
a configuration may be called a skyrmion-antiskyrmion
pair.

We perform numerical simulations using Mumax3 [16].
We use the form (16) as an initial condition and apply an
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FIG. 1. The magnetization configuration produced by the
form (16) representing a skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair. The
lower half of this configuration has the features of a skyrmion
and the upper half has the features of an antiskyrmion. This is
used as an initial condition in the energy relaxation algorithm
for finding a static solution of the equation.

Parameter Value

Ms 8.38 × 105 A/m

A 1.1 × 10−11 J/m

K(Keff) 1.193 (7.518) × 106 J/m3

D 3.5 × 10−3 J/m2

TABLE I. Values for material parameters used in most of
our simulations presented in the figures: Ms is the saturation
magnetization, A the exchange parameter, K the easy-axis
anisotropy parameter (Keff includes the local effect of the
magnetostatic interaction according to Eq. (3)), and D the
DM parameter.

energy minimization procedure. First, we use the “min-
imize()” function of Mumax3 that applies a conjugate
gradient method for energy minimization. The energy is
minimized until the error in the magnetization is smaller
than 10−5 in every micromagnetic cell. We then integrate
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation without the preces-
sion term till either the total energy of the system reaches
the numerical noise floor of the simulation or the total
simulation time exceeds 10 ns. The above methodology
converges to a static skyrmion-antiskyrmion configura-
tion for a narrow range of values of the dimensionless
parameters ε, κ. The convergence of the algorithm also
depends on the film thickness.

In most of the numerical simulations presented in the
following figures, we use the set of parameter values
shown in Table I. The resulting values for the length and
time scales in Eq. (7) are `w = 3.81 nm and τ0 = 5.14 ps
respectively. The values of the dimensionless parameters

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) A static skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplet with Q =
0 found numerically for the parameter values given in Table I
and for film thickness df = 0.5 nm. For comparison, a Q = 1
skyrmion in the same system has radius ∼ 16 nm (b) Blow-
up of the antiskyrmion part of the configuration, where we
show the full resolution of the simulation. The cell size in the
simulations is 0.195 nm × 0.195 nm × 0.5 nm. The simulated
domain in the plane of the film is 400 nm×400 nm and periodic
boundary conditions are used.

are

ε = 0.6086, κ = 1.704. (17)

Fig. 2 shows a skyrmion-antiskyrmion configuration
which is found as a static solution of the LLG equation
(4). This resembles, in its overall shape, a droplet of liq-
uid and we will therefore refer to it as a chiral droplet (or,
simply, a droplet). A larger part of the configuration has
the features of a skyrmion and a smaller part has the fea-
tures of an antiskyrmion. It neither is axially-symmetric
nor does it have a circular shape. In the example shown
in Fig. 2, the antiskyrmion part is at the top part of the
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FIG. 3. The topological density q for the chiral droplet of
Fig. 2. The part where q < 0 (blue) occupies a very small
region compared to the part where q > 0 (red). The density
q takes very large negative values in a small region while, in
the region with positive values, q is small. The integrated
topological density, or Q, is zero.

droplet, but the configuration can be rotated without
changing its energy.

Textures with skyrmion and antiskyrmion parts
(“chimera skyrmions”), similar to the ones reported here,
have been found numerically and studied in Refs. [14, 17,
18] within a model with frustrated isotropic exchange in-
teraction and DM interaction. Related to our droplet are
also the Q = 0 magnetic bubbles reported in Ref. [19].
The latter are not chiral, they are stabilized primarily by
the magnetostatic interaction and their overall shape is
almost circular. Another related structure (also termed
a droplet) has been reported in Ref. [20], in films without
DM interaction, and it is a dynamical configuration ex-
hibiting precession of spins. In the chiral droplet studied
here, spin precession does not occur due to the breaking
of rotational symmetry in the magnetization space intro-
duced by the chiral interaction. In Ref. [21], Skyrmion-
antiskyrmion pairs have been studied for a model with
exchange interaction only and these were found to be
necessarily propagating.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the topological density
q defined in Eq. (12) for the skyrmion of Fig. 2. The
area of negative topological density is concentrated in
the small part of the droplet where the antiskyrmion is
located and it takes very high values. The area of positive
q is spread over a much larger area around the droplet
domain wall and it takes smaller values.

We could find stable skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplets
only in thin films. For df = 0.5 nm, we find a static
droplet for values of the dimensionless parameter in
a narrow range around ε = 0.61. Keeping ε con-

stant, we could choose the DM parameter in the range
2.9 mJ/m2 ≤ D ≤ 6 mJ/m2. We could also find stable
droplets for film thickness smaller than df = 0.5 nm and
for similar parameter values. We could also find a stable
droplet for film thickness df = 1 nm for the parameter
values D = 6 mJ/m2,K = 26.5 × 105 J/m2 (other pa-
rameters as in Table I). These values correspond to the
dimensionless parameters ε = 0.6086, κ = 5.01. The
droplet is stable for a range of parameter values around
the ones given above. We finally note that, as the param-
eter space is large and hard to explore exhaustively, we
cannot exclude that the droplet may also exist for values
of the parameters beyond those reported in this paper.

The presence of the magnetostatic field is important
for the existence of a skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplet. No
such solution is found if hm is not included in the LLG
Eq. (7).

IV. MOTION UNDER SPIN-TRANSFER
TORQUE

We probe the dynamics of the Q = 0 droplet by ap-
plying an in-plane current flowing in the magnetic film.
We model this system via the LLG equation including
spin-transfer torque terms [22]

(∂t+Uµ ∂µ)m = −γm×F+m×(α∂t + βUµ ∂µ)m (18)

where we have used the notation xµ with µ = 1 or 2
for the two coordinates in the film plane. The veloc-
ity of the spin-polarized electron flow is (U1, U2) and
we will consider the two cases (U1, U2) = (U, 0) and
(U1, U2) = (0, U), i.e., a current flowing in the x and in
the y direction, respectively. The flow velocity U is called
the adiabatic spin torque parameter and it is given by

U =
PgµB
2|e|Ms

Je (19)

where Je is the current density, P is the degree of po-
larization, µB is the Bohr magneton, and g = 2 is the
gyromagnetic ratio. The parameter β, called the degree
of adiabaticity, represents the contribution of the non-
adiabatic spin torque term relative to the adiabatic one.

If we assume rigid translational motion of the droplet
with a velocity V = (V1, V2), i.e., we make the traveling
wave ansatz, then we have ∂tm = −Vν∂νm. We substi-
tute this in Eq. (18), take the cross product of both sides
with ∂λm, then contract with m, and integrate the re-
sulting equations for λ = 1, 2 over all space and set Q = 0
[23]. This obtains that the motion is in the direction of
the current flow with velocity [23, 24]

V =
β

α
U. (20)

Therefore, in a steady state motion, the droplet is not
expected to exhibit a component of the motion perpen-
dicular to the current, in contrast to the typical dynamics
of the Q = 1 skyrmion.
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FIG. 4. (a) Snapshots of an initially static droplet during a simulation where a spin current Je is applied in the x direction for
times 0 ≤ t ≤ 75 ns. The spin current parameters are U = 3.86 m/s, β = 0.075 and the damping parameter is α = 0.03. (b)
The velocity of the droplet as a function of time. Upon switching on the current the velocity is V = 4.02 m/s, in the current
direction (denoted Vx in the figure). The droplet is then accelerated up to V = 9.45 m/s, which is close to the value 2.5U .
After switching off the current, the velocity drops instantly by approximately 4 m/s (which is close to U), to V = 5.37 m/s.
The droplet continues to travel and the damping term decelerates the motion until it stops. The component of the velocity
perpendicular to the current (denoted Vy in the figure) is very small and goes to zero for steady-state motion.

For a more detailed description of the droplet motion
and of the following simulations, we recall a fundamental
result given in Ref. [23]. That is, a propagating solution
of Eq. (18) with velocity V is also a solitary wave solution
of the conservative Landau-Lifshitz equation, i.e., Eq. (4)
with α = 0, albeit with a different velocity VLL. Specif-
ically, let us assume an electron flow velocity (U, 0) and
a droplet propagating with velocity V in the direction of
the current, i.e., m = m(x− V t, y). Eq. (18) gives

(U−V ) ∂xm = −γm×F+α

(
β

α
U − V

)
m×∂xm. (21)

If we assume a propagating solution of Eq. (21) with ve-

locity V = β
αU , then the same configuration is a solitary

wave satisfying the conservative (α = 0) Landau-Lifshitz
equation (4) with a velocity

VLL = V − U =

(
β

α
− 1

)
U. (22)

In the special case β = α, a static solution of Eq. (4),
say m0(x, y), gives the propagating solution m(x, y, t) =
m0(x− Ut, y) of Eq. (21), with velocity V = U .

We now proceed to numerical simulations where we
use as initial condition the static droplet shown in Fig. 2.
For the results presented in this section, we use a domain
400 nm×400 nm with periodic boundary conditions. The
cells have dimensions 0.39 nm×0.39 nm×0.5 nm, i.e., it is
a coarser lattice than the one used for the achievement of
the static droplet in Fig. 2. We use P = 0.56, g = 2 and,
for our typical choice of current Je = 1.0 × 1011 A/m2,
we have a flow velocity U = 3.86 m/sec.

For following the dynamics of the droplet, we measure
its position (X,Y ) using the formulae

X =

∫
x(mz − 1) dxdy∫
(mz − 1) dxdy

, Y =

∫
y(mz − 1) dxdy∫
(mz − 1) dxdy

. (23)

We calculate the skyrmion velocity using finite differences
of the position.

In the following simulations, we have chosen a current
in the x direction and a damping parameter α = 0.03.
We use as initial condition the droplet m0(x, y) of Fig. 2
rotated by π (the reason for the rotation will become
apparent in the following). For β = α we observe that
the droplet of the initial condition is traveling with ve-
locity V = U (within numerical error) in the direction of
the current, m = m0(x−Ut, y), as anticipated from the
discussion in connection with Eq. (22). During the sim-
ulation the initial droplet remains unchanged. We also
observe a small component of the velocity ∼ 0.15 m/sec
perpendicular to the current direction, and we attribute
it to numerical errors.

In the next simulation, we choose β = 0.075 (that is,
β = 2.5α). A spin current is applied for the time in-
terval 0 ≤ t ≤ 75 ns and it is then switched off. Fig. 4
shows snapshots of the droplet during the simulation and
the velocity of the droplet as a function of time. Upon
switching on the current the droplet instantly acquires a
velocity V in the current direction, which is close to U . It
is subsequently accelerated up to V = 9.45 m/s, which is
close to the value 2.5U . At this point, the velocity seems
to saturate. The propagating droplet is different (larger)
than the static one as clearly seen in the snapshots.

When the current is switched off, at t = 75 ns the
droplet velocity is reduced instantly by approximately
4 m/s (which is close to U), to V = 5.37 m/s. From this
point on, the relevant equation is Eq. (4) while the reduc-
tion of the velocity is anticipated based on Eq. (22). Let
us summarize the procedure. The spin current initially
accelerates the droplet and the configuration converges
to a solitary wave solution of the conservative Landau-
Lifshitz equation [25]. The solitary wave continues to
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FIG. 5. Snapshots for the droplet of Fig. 2 when this is placed under spin torque at time t = 0 and it is set in motion. The
flow velocity is (a) (U, 0) and (b) (0, U) with U = 3.72 m/sec. The damping parameter is α = 0.1 and the non-adiabaticity
parameter is β = 0.2. The simulation domain is 400 nm × 400 nm and we apply periodic boundary conditions.

travel in the absence of the current. The damping term
decelerates the motion until it eventually stops. We mea-
sure a small component of the velocity in the direction
perpendicular to the current (Vy) during the accelera-
tion phase. A part of it is due to the way we measure
the position of the droplet and some other part is due to
numerical errors. At time 75 ns, we have a sudden small
change of Vy and we can only attribute it to the same
reasons.

In the next simulations, we use as initial condition the
droplet exactly as shown in Fig. 2. We choose α = 0.1
and β = 0.2. The larger damping is chosen in order to
avoid transients and obtain the essential dynamics in a
shorter simulation time. Furthermore, we now choose
P = 0.538 and this gives U = 3.72 m/sec.

We apply a current in the x direction, or (U1, U2) =
(U, 0). Fig. 5a shows snapshots of the droplet during the
simulation. The motion is initially complicated with the
droplet making a full π turn. For times greater than
150 ns a steady-state motion is reached and the velocity
has a constant value 7.41 m/sec along the direction of
the current, in very good agreement with the theoretical
prediction V = 2U given in Eq. (20). We also observe
a small component of the velocity perpendicular to the
current direction, and we attribute it to numerical er-
rors. We finally mention that for large values of β (e.g.,

β = 5α) the droplet is destroyed while it is moving, by
expanding in size. We continue to present the full set of
our simulations before we proceed to give an explanation
for the steady state achieved by the droplet.

In the next simulation, we choose a spin current along
the y direction, or (U1, U2) = (0, U). Fig. 5b shows
a series of snapshots of the droplet during the motion.
The droplet is initially making a π/2 turn. A propa-
gating steady-state is eventually reached with velocity
7.41 m/sec in the y direction in very good agreement with
the theoretical prediction V = 2U given in Eq. (20).

The important feature shared by all the simulations
that we have seen in this section is the common orien-
tation of the skyrmion-antiskyrmion pairs with respect
to the direction of motion in the steady state. Specifi-
cally, in both entries of Fig. 5, the skyrmion-antiskyrmion
pair goes in steady state motion only after it rotates in
order to achieve the particular orientation. This is be-
cause the steady state achieved is a solitary wave, that
is, the propagating droplet is a rigidly propagating so-
lution of the Landau-Lifshitz equation. Such solutions
have well-defined features. For example, the shape of the
solitary wave defines its velocity. In our case, the partic-
ular orientation of the skyrmion-antiskyrmion pair gives
a solitary wave velocity in the positive x axis for the case
of Figs. 4, 5a and in the positive y axis in the case of
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Fig. 5b. Exchanging the positions of the skyrmion and
the antiskyrmion would invert the direction (sign) of the
velocity. One could conclude that the spin current sets in
motion the skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplet revealing its
solitary wave character.

The solitary wave character of topologically trivial
skyrmionic textures has been studied for the case of a
skyrmionium, a topologically trivial, Q = 0, configura-
tion in DM ferromagnets [11]. A static skyrmionium is
axially-symmetric and a propagating one is elongated. A
slowly moving skyrmionium presents Newtonian dynam-
ics and a fast moving one (velocity close to the maximum)
presents relativistic dynamics Ref. [8].

V. A DROPLET IN A DISC ELEMENT

We have found static chiral droplets also in the con-
fined geometry of a magnetic disc-shaped element (a
magnetic dot). We apply an energy relaxation algorithm
as in Sec. III. This converges and gives a static skyrmion-
antiskyrmion droplet for a wide range of parameter val-
ues.

We find droplets for a thickness df = 0.5 nm and for
similar parameter values as in the case of a film. In ad-
dition, we were also able to find stable droplet for larger
thicknesses. Fig. 6 shows droplets in dots of two different
sizes with df = 5 nm and for different sets of parameter
values. In Fig. 6a, we have a smaller dot and the param-
eter values are the same as those used in Fig. 2 for the
infinite film. The droplet is stable for a range of param-
eter values. For fixed ε = 0.6086, the droplet is stable
for 3.0 ≤ D ≤ 7.6 mJ/m2. In Fig. 6b, we have a larger
dot and the parameter values (given in the figure cap-
tion) correspond to ε = 3.16 and κ = 0.00515. The value
of ε is outside the range for the existence of a skyrmion
in a film (when we neglect the long-range part of the
magnetostatic field).

In the case of Fig. 6b, the antiskyrmion part is
smoother than in all other cases presented in this pa-
per. This can be attributed to the magnetostatic field
originating in the bulk in combination with the DM in-
teraction. It thus appears that the details of the config-
uration can be tuned, at least in the case of a droplet in
a confined geometry.

The effect of the magnetostatic field due to the con-
fined geometry of a dot is substantial. The magnetostatic
field from the lateral boundaries contributes to stabiliz-
ing the configuration. This phenomenon has already been
noted in connection with magnetic bubbles in dots [26–
28]. The effect is verified in the present calculation.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have found numerically skyrmionic textures in the
form of skyrmion-antiskyrmion pairs (droplets) with a

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Static skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplets in disc ele-
ments with thickness df = 5 nm. (a) The disc diameter is
d = 70 nm. The parameter values are as in Table I. (b)
The disc diameter is d = 120 nm. The parameter values are
D = 1 mJ/m2, K = 4.43505 × 105 J/m3 (other parameters
are as in Table I). In this case, we have a more extended
antiskyrmion part. For comparison, we note that a usual
skyrmion (with Q = 1) has an approximate radius 15 nm for
the dot in (a) and 30.5 nm for the dot in (b). They are thus
somewhat larger than the corresponding Q = 0 configurations
shown in this figure.

skyrmion number Q = 0 in ferromagnets with perpen-
dicular anisotropy and DM interaction. They exist, in
thin films, for a narrow range of parameter values. The
magnetostatic field is crucial for their stability. Under
spin-polarized current, they move along the current ex-
hibiting no Magnus force effect and, thus, their dynamics
is different than the dynamics of Q = 1 skyrmions.

The stability of droplets is a numerical finding and
we stress that it was not possible to provide a proof
for their existence within the Landau-Lifshitz equation
including the magnetostatic interaction. Their robust-
ness is though seen in their behavior under spin currents,
where they persist for long times in order to fully reveal
their dynamics.

In view of the predicted narrow range of parameters
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for their stability in infinite films, it would appear as a
challenge to observe them experimentally. Nevertheless,
a skyrmion-antiskyrmion has already been observed [13].
Skyrmion-antiskyrmion pairs could also be very common
as transient (short-lived) states. We expect that the re-
sults of the present paper would help in understanding
also such states.

One could consider materials that support anti-
skyrmions, such as those reported in Ref. [7]. We have
found numerically skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplets also
in such systems. They are very similar to the droplets
presented in this paper, except that the skyrmion part is
replaced by an antiskyrmion part and vice-versa.

In materials with some special form of DM interaction,
such as those studied in Ref. [6] (especially in Supple-

mentary Note 1), the skyrmion and the antiskyrmion are
both favored. In such models, a skyrmion-antiskyrmion
droplet may have a greater significance.

We have found that skyrmion-antiskyrmion droplets
exist for a wider range of parameter values also in con-
fined geometries. Given the robustness of the Q = 0
droplets in magnetic dots, the present work indicates that
some experimental observations of individual skyrmions
in magnetic elements might have to be re-examined in or-
der to distinguish whether the observed skyrmions are the
symmetric Q = 1 configurations or some sort of Q = 0
textures. Particular attention should be given to the dy-
namics of a Q = 0 texture in a dot as this is expected
to be different than the rotational dynamics of Q = 1
skyrmions [29].
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